SPONSORSHIP BENEFIT DETAILS

ROYAL
$25,000

• lunch at the Florida Atlantic Faculty Club with Dean Luna and members of the college executive team
• acknowledgement in an upcoming issue of The Boca Raton Observer
• reserved parking space at the event
• named acknowledgement during the event remarks
• two looping solo slides in the on-screen event presentation
• year-round acknowledgement slide on looping college digital screens
• special event invitations throughout the year
• acknowledgement in the printed event program

NOBLE
$15,000

• reserved parking space at the event
• named acknowledgement during the event remarks
• two looping solo slides in the on-screen event presentation
• year-round acknowledgement slide on looping college digital screens
• special event invitations throughout the year
• acknowledgement in the printed event program
SPONSORSHIP BENEFIT DETAILS

DIAMOND
$10,000
- named acknowledgement during the event remarks
- two looping solo slides in the on-screen event presentation
- year-round acknowledgement slide on looping college digital screens
- special event invitations throughout the year
- acknowledgement in the printed event program

EMERALD
$7,500
- one looping solo slide in the on-screen event presentation
- year-round acknowledgement slide on looping college digital screens
- special event invitations throughout the year
- acknowledgement in the printed event program
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsorship Level</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| RUBY              | $5,000  | - One looping solo slide in on-screen event presentation  
                  |         | - Year-round acknowledgement slide on looping college digital screens  
                  |         | - Acknowledgement in printed event program                          |
| OPAL              | $2,500  | - One looping shared slide in on-screen event presentation  
                  |         | - Shared acknowledgement slide on looping college digital screens for one month post-event  
                  |         | - Acknowledgement in printed event program                          |
| SAPPHIRE          | $1,000  | - Shared acknowledgement slide on looping college digital screens for one month post-event  
                  |         | - Acknowledgement in printed event program                          |
| PEARL             | $500    | - Acknowledgement in printed event program                              |